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Model 4177
Alarm Input Module
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Provides 16 Programmable Inputs
For Alarm Monitoring Or Space Counting
Dimensions: 9" wide x 7" High x 2 " Deep
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ALARMINPUT MODULE
For applications requiring inputs for either space
counting or alarmmonitoring purposes, the Alarm
Input Module will accept 16 individually addressable zones each. These Modules may be placed
anywhere on any BUS.
Programmable shunting of the inputs is possible
using Function 5.5.

The Alarm Input Module may be placed anywhere
on the BUS, and the respective BUS connections
(A' g, C,D, & Ground) are clearly marked on the
Module face plate.

Power to the Module is 24 volts AC or DC at l0
volt amps AC, and 10 WattsDC without respect to
polarity.
Each module may be individually coded for address

IMPORTANT: Ifthe software shunting feafure is
used, module location codes must fall within 00-3F

If 1 6 Relay Output Modules are used on
the system at the same time, do not duplicate
except 20.

module address codes between both type modules.
Each input can be defined as either an input for an
alarrn, or space counter input. When using the

Alarm Input Module for space counting, optional
firmware forthe module is available for high speed
input capture to insure that short pulsed count
inputs are not lost.
The Alarm Input Module incorporates the necessary circuitryto interface closed circuit line supervision to the computer.
Each Module constantly monitors up to 16 input
lines. Any change in any line status will be reported
to the computer. If the computer is OffF-line, the
Module will store the change(s) of state until the
computer acknowledges the status change. The
Module can store up to 3 2 unacknowledged events.

An input line is considered secure ifthe total loop
resistanceis lessthan2000 ohms. Aline is considered open ifthe total loop resistance is greater than
5000 ohms. Resistances between these thresholds
are unpredictable as to status.
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recognition by the computer. To select a code,
remove the 4 face plate mounting screws, and use
a tiny screwdriver to select the two digit Module
code. The red rotary switch selects the first digit,
and the yellow rotary switch selects the second.
At the computer, the actual alarm code will then be
the two digit module code, plus the two digit
monitor code, a total offour digits. For example:
A module coded 9E with a closed circuit attached
to the #1 screw terminals would print out as alarm
code 9E01 if opened. AModule coded 03 with a
closed circuit attached to the #16 screw terminals
would produce a printout of 0316 if opened.

The Alarm Input Module will accept commands
from the computer to disregard specified inputs
during defined times. Alarm Module Levels @unction 5-5) are used to define shunt periods. When
used in this manner, module codes from 00-3F
except 20 must be used. Address codes used for
Alarm Modules may not be used as Relay Output
Module address codes.

DO NOT UNDER AI\"Y CIRCUMSTANCE
INTRODUCE A VOLTAGE TO AI\'Y MOI\-I.
TORIIIPUT. TheAlarm Module monitors drv
circuits only.
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